
HOW TO RUIN YOUR GARDEN IN THREE SUMMERS!

*********************************************
In the beginning there was (a quite nice) garden, full of mature trees,
shrubs and colourful flowers.

Then came the railway!

At first, stacks of bricks, concrete blocks and sacks of sand and cement
appeared.

Then the devastation began as ornamental fences were torn down,
rockeries dismembered, shubbery uprooted and flower beds flattened.



 As the route was levelled and graded, heaps of spoil appeared around
the site. Several skips came and went, to be filled with rubble and spoil,
many empty pallets (on which building material had been delivered) and

uprooted greenery.

The rumble of the concrete mixer disturbed the once tranquil scene from
dawn 'til dusk for month after month .... until seven tons had been mixed!

The first glimpse of what was to follow ……

the lawn was bisected by a parade of brick viaduct piers



Meanwhile, multiple deliveries of timber had arrived and the sound of the
compound saw added to the cacophony of sounds,which by now included
angle grinders cutting through steel angle, brickwork and blocks of concrete.

 Slowly, the recognisable outline of a railway emerged out of the chaos.



Firstly, concrete and brickwork foundations, followed by substantial timber
framework and the reek of liberal coatings of "Creocote" hung in the air as
gallon upon gallon was plastered on the timberwork.



Finally, the track base of recycled plastic board slowly took shape and
tracklaying could begin.



Tracklaying has commenced and a major piece of civil
engineering is in place……

a footbridge over the tracks!



Now it is beginning to look like a railway!



Three Summers  have passed since the mayhem began but the worst is
now over!

The big "clean-up" will start soon and the garden will again be able to settle
down to a quieter existence......except on those days when the trains are
running!


